
OFFICE OF THE COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR 

INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 
  

 TO: Board of County Commissioners 

 FROM: Mark Willis, County Administrator 

 DATE: January 5, 2023 

 SUBJECT: Request to Pause and Re-evaluate EDU Audit Results and Billing Procedures 
  
 

Background:  

The Department of Public Works, Water & Sewerage Division (WSD), under the authority of Resolution 32-

16 approved Sept. 27, 2016, authorized an Equivalent Dwelling Unit (EDU) audit of commercial and 

residential properties connected to the county’s water and sewer infrastructure. An EDU audit reviews water 

use over a certain time period and re-evaluates actual water consumption. The recent WSD EDU audit was 

between April 1, 2020, and March 31, 2022; EDU determinations were re-evaluated based on actual water 

consumption during the audit period. During this audit process, 220 residential customers and 87 business 

customers were determined to be using capacity in excess of 120% of their current allocation. Those 

customers were notified about the results of the EDU audit via correspondence in late December 2022. 

 

Discussion:  

An EDU is an allocation of capacity assigned, and permitted by the state, for each water system and each 

waste water treatment plant. Capital connection fees are charged for capacity allocation to public water and 

sewer systems. One (1) EDU equals 18,000 gallons of water per calendar quarter or approximately 200 

gallons of water per day. Capital Connection Fees are $3,000 for one water EDU and $5,400 for one sewer 

EDU. The fees are necessary for long-term maintenance and upgrades to support the infrastructure delivering 

safe water and collecting, treating and releasing effluent. 

 

Fiscal Impact: 

TBD 

 

Conclusion/Recommendation: 

In evaluating recent customer inquiries, we have identified a correlation between increased use and capacity 

on our systems and the public who may have been working from home during the pandemic. Because the 

enabling Resolution states: “specific quarters of consumption may be excluded in determining the quarterly 

average number of gallons when unique circumstances exist that may affect this determination.” DPW 

recommends the following: 

• Pause billing recently distributed as a result of the EDU audit; normal billing will continue. 

• Reassess the audit results to capture capacity use outside the pandemic period. 

• Reassess customer use to potentially include meter calibration, education of conservation techniques, 

and identification of any other potential discrepancies. 

• Return to the Board of County Commissioners with a public report of reassessment findings. 

 


